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Abstract 
Abd-el-Malek, M.B., Approximate solution of gravity-affected flow from planar sluice gate at high Froude 
number, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 35 (1991) 83-97. 
An approximate method is developed for solution of the full nonlinear equations governing irrotational flow 
with a free surface under a sluice gate, of small slope, at high Froude number. Schwarz-Christoffel transforma- 
tion is used to map the region, in the complex potential-plane, onto the upper half-plane, The Hilbert 
transformation as well as the perturbation technique, for small inclination angle, are used as a basis for the 
approximate solution of the problem. General equations, in integral form, for any order of approximation are 
obtained. A complete solution, up to first-order approximation, for the downstream free surface profile for 
different values of inclination angle, depth ratio and Froude number is discussed and illustrated. The 
contraction coefficient for different values of inclination angle has been found. The curvature of the downstream 
free surface has been obtained in general form and plotted as a function of the spatial variable for different 
values of the inclination angle, The results obtained are sufficiently accurate for practical purposes in case of 
high Froude number and small slope of the gate. 
Keywords: Ideal fluid, free-surface flow problem, Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, Hilbert transformation, 
perturbation technique, nonlinear integral equations, contraction coefficient. 
1. Introduction 
Cumberbatch [7] in 1958, gave a precise description for the case of sluice gate with small slope 
at high Froude number in nature. He stated that when a surface craft moves through water at 
low speeds, it remains near its floating position relative to the undisturbed water surface, the lift 
being supplied mainly by hydrostatic forces. If the speed of the craft is increased through a 
certain critical value, the craft rises and moves over the water, with separation of the flow taking 
place at the trailing edge. The craft is then supported by hydrodynamic forces and is said to be 
planing. 
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Flows under sluice gates are considered as rapidly converging open-channel flows in which the 
influence of fluid viscosity is quite small in comparison with interial effects, and consequently, in 
almost all analytical studies of problems of this type, we can assume that the flow is irrotational. 
At the same time these problems have received much attention throughout the history of fluid 
mechanics, since 1937, this is due to the fact that such streams are often desired for tests on ship 
models, due to its bearing on hydroplanes and sea-plane floats and the fact that civil engineers 
use these sluice gates as hydraulic structures to regulate the flow of water through canals. 
The basic difficulty in dealing with the hydrodynamic free surface flow problems, in general, 
lies in the fact that the unknown free surface is no longer a boundary of constant speed due to 
the effect of gravity. Thus, application of Bernoulli’s equation along the free surface leads to a 
nonlinear coupling relationship. 
Pajer [12] in 1937, followed by Benjamin [4] in 1956 and Perry [13] in 1957, considered the 
early gravity solutions to the sluice gate problems, taking into consideration the variation in 
velocity in the hodograph plane. In 1969, Larock [lo] considered the nonlinear problem through 
the application of the Hilbert transformation. In 1987, Abd-el-Malek [l] studied the local 
behaviour of the flow under the sluice gate through a conformal mapping and Carter’s [6] 
approximate formula for the conjugate velocity at the confluence of free boundaries and analytic 
fixed boundaries. 
The present method of solution, where the Hilbert transformation as well as the perturbation 
technique are used as a basis for the approximate solution, has been successfully applied in 1989 
by Abd-el-Malek and Hanna [2] to solve the problem of a flow over a ramp for large Froude 
number, and in 1991 by Abd-el-Malek et al. [3] to solve the problem of a flow over trump weir 
for large Froude number. 
The primary motivation for the present investigation is to study the effect of the inclination 
angle, depth ratio and the Froude number on the downstream free surface as well as to discuss 
the contraction coefficient as a function of the inclination angle. Attention is also given to find 
the curvature of the downstream free surface in general form. 
In Section 2 the boundary-value problem is formulated, the relation between angle of 
inclination and the corresponding value to the point where the upstream free surface meets the 
sluice gate, in the t-plane, is found and the flow characteristics along the free surface and the 
sluice gate are determined. In Section 3 the solution of the boundary-value problem is expressed 
in approximate form. In Section 4 the perturbation method for solving the approximate 
equations obtained in Section 3 is described. In Section 5 the solution for the boundary-value 
problem is determined up to first order in the small inclination angle. Finally, in Section 6 a 
number of features of the numerical results are discussed. 
2. Formulation of the boundary-value problem 
A solution is sought to the equations governing the motion of flow passing a planar sluice gate 
inclined at an angle ,0 ( < &r) to the horizontal. The sluice gate is assumed to have been lowered 
into the stream to an extent sufficient to avoid standing waves on the downstream side. Figure 1 
illustrates the physical or z-plane of the problem. The fluid flows into the channel at A,, where 
the depth is y,, with uniform velocity U,. Since the fluid will flow out through the orifice OC, 
with sluice-opening b, a free streamline CD, will be formed, and far downstream the flow is 
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Fig. 1. The physical plane z = x + i y. 
uniform, having depth y2 and velocity u2. The surface A,B is physically a free surface subjected 
to atmospheric pressure only; for mathematical reasons this surface is assumed to be horizontal 
and located at a distance yi above the channel bottom. More details about the difficulties in the 
free surface A,B will be discussed in Section 6. 
All motions considered here are irrotational, steady and two-dimensional so that a velocity 
potential +(x, y) exists and the velocity components (u, u) are given by 
U=+ X) u=+,, 
where x and y are respectively fixed horizontal and vertical distances with origin on the 
horizontal bottom, as illustrated in Fig. 1. If the fluid is assumed to be incompressible, +(x, y) 
satisfies Laplace’s equation throughout the fluid: 
v2+ = 0. (24 
On the free surface, defined by y = y( x), the dynamic and kinematic boundary conditions 
must be satisfied. The dynamic condition is the Bernoulli equation (or pressure equation): 
+(u2+u2)+y+ $ =constant, 
where p is the pressure on the free surface and will be assumed to be zero throughout this work, 
and p is the fluid density. The kinematic condition on y =J(x) is 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
and the remaining kinematic condition that no fluid passes through the horizontal bottom is 
+,(x9 0) = 0. (2.4 
The complex potential function 
W(z) =+(x9 Y) + iG(x, r), (2.5) 
where $(x, v) is the stream function, and W(z) is an analytic function of the complex 
coordinate 
z =x + iy. (2.6) 
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The complex conjugate velocity is 
dW - = u - iv = q e-ie, 
dz 
where q is the speed of the flow and 8 is its direction. 
We shall use the dimensionless variables 
Z 
z’= -, q’= +, 
W 
Y2 2 w’= u2y2. 
Then we have the normalized complex velocity {, given by 




Mass and energy must be conserved for this flow. Mass is conserved between the points A,, C 
and 0, if 
U,Yl = 0 = u,Y2, (2.10) 
and the energy is conserved if Bernoulli’s equation is applied along the free surface, which, in 
dimensionless form, is written as 
qt2 + +r = 1, 
where 
77’(t) =v’(t) - 1, 







Following Larock [lo], the downstream Froude number is a significant indicator of the 
importance of the effect of gravity on the flow. 




We use the more convenient variable 
w=ln l=lnq’+i(-0), (2.15) 
which is also an analytic function within the stream, and which is called the logarithmic 
hodograph variable. 
The flow problem is thus reduced to a mixed boundary-value problem for w, whose real part is 
known on the free surface and whose imaginary part is given on the solid boundaries. 
From (2.9) and (2.15) we have 
I = /eC- dW’. (2.16) 




6 ‘U, ,: 
A, D, 
Fig. 2. The complex-potential plane W = C#I + i$. 
Relt) 
Fig. 3. The parametric upper half-plane (r-plane). 
If W’ and w in (2.16) can be expressed as functions of the same single variable t (say), then 
integral (2.16) may be determined. 
To express W’ as a function of t, we make use of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, 
which, through explicit mappings on an upper half-plane, gives W’ in the form 
W’(t)= -+ln(l+t), O<arg(l+t)<T, (2.17) 
see [l] for more details. See Figs. 2 and 3. 
To express w as a function of the single variable t, we introduce the Hilbert method for a 
mixed boundary-value problem in the upper half-plane. The general solution of the Hilbert 
problem, for an analytic function Q(t), in the upper half-plane (see [S,ll]) is given by 
O” IdQ(t>l Q(t)= if, 6-t d<+ fAjti, 
j=O 
(2.18) 
where Aj are real constants, and f denotes a singular integral in the sense of Cauchy. 
Now, the real and imaginary parts of w(t) are distributed, along the real axis of the upper 
half-plane, as follows: 
Im[w(t)] =O, t< -1, 
Re[w(r)]=iln(l-$v’j, -l-ct<O, 
(2.19) \ / 
I&4)1 = P, O<t<t,, 
Im[o(t)] =O, t> t,. 
To convert the function w(t) to the function Q(t), whose imaginary part is known at all 
points of the real axis, we use an auxiliary function H(t), which is generally of the form 
H(t) =an(t-b,)‘“.5, 
J 
where b, are real constants, and a= *&i. 
Song’[l4] has shown that the 
In our problem, we choose 
H(t) = Jt(1 + t) . 
(2.20) 
final solution is independent of the particular choice of H(t). 
(2.21) 
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Using (2.19) and (2.21), with Q(t) = w( t)/H( t), we get 
(0, tc -1, 
$ Ii+- +nj 
IdQ(t>l = 
J-tTr+t> ’ -lctcO, 
(2.22) 
Applying the upstream condition, we have 
A,=O, j=o, 1,2 >**.> 
and hence (2.18) takes the form 
Q(t) zz if-1 lmio(f)l dE; (2.23) 
then 
Q(t) = In 4’(t) +i(-8(t)) = R(t) + is(t) 
WI 




In fact, (2.25.1) is known as the Hilbert transform and (2.25.2) is known as the inverse Hilbert 
transform, if the function is defined on the upper half-plane. If it is defined on the unit disc, it 
has a different form. For more details, see [15]. 
Along the real axis (Im( t) = 0) of the upper half-plane, we can summarize the distribution of 
the real and imaginary parts of Q(t), see Table 1. 
Table 1 
Distribution of the flow quantities along Im(t) = 0 
Along the Along the down- Along the Along the up- 
bottom stream free surface sluice gate stream free surface 
R(t) 
In q;(t) e(t) In 4:(t) In U, 
Jf<i+f> dm &3=i JG=i 
t -cc! -1 0 tB co 
s(t) 0 
- + ln(l -~TJ’/F*) 
J7QGy -J;& 
0 
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Fig. 4. The parameter tB in the t-plane as function of the inclination angle p for different values of S. 
2.1. Relation between p and t, 
We use (2.25.1) to find a relation between p and t,, as follows. 
Near A,, we have a uniform upstream flow, from which: 
ast+oo: 4; + q’, 8,-+0 and H(t)+t, 
hence 
from (2.10), (2.11), (2.14) and (2.26) we get 
For large Froude number, we get 
Table 2 




P s=1.2 s =1.3 S =1.4 S =1.5 s =1.6 S = 1.7 s =1.8 
+in 1.008 310 2.964 597 6.740 009 13.920 595 26.990 064 49.901 087 88.762 380 
$71 0.838 397 2.174 700 4.677 362 9.117 343 16.683 507 29.149 078 49.091 083 
+71 0.633 096 1.569 974 3.206 413 5.916 981 10.243 239 16.942 977 27.052 171 
+n 0.465 566 1.108 554 2.159 054 3.786 116 6.220 200 9.764 559 14.809 584 
:V 0.330 220 0.758 496 1.415 587 2.369 604 3.709 205 5.544 749 8.010 406 
fr 0.222 549 0.495 565 0.891 044 1.431 359 2.145 282 3.067 250 4.237 150 
$71 0.138 963 0.301 557 0.525 477 0.815 008 1.176 547 1.617 958 2.148 215 
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from which we get 
t, = f( $“/P - $-“/p, (2.29) 
which is accurate enough for the case of large Froude number, otherwise the inclusion of gravity 
for a fixed t, and depth ratio s will result in a decrease in /I. 
Henceforth, from (2.29) t, is regarded as known quantity once s and p are specified. Figure 4 
and Table 2 illustrate t, as function of /3 for different values of s. 
2.2. Flow characteristics along the downstream free surface 
Again using (2.16), (2.17), (2.25.1) and Table 2 we can find all the flow characteristics along 





-1 (‘5 - t)/_ dt I 
P = t, + (1 + 2t,)t -- 71 2 + sin-’ 
[ i iI t,-t ’ 
-1<t<o, 
z’(t) = ib’- ‘/I eWE) 
71 0 (1 +wk3 dty 
Separating real and imaginary part, we get 
x’(t) = - ;/, 
t cos e(Q 
(1 +Oq’(Q d‘5, 
y’(t) = b’ - i/d (ly$;E) G, 
where q’(t) is given in (2.11). 







Also by applying equations (2.16) (2.17), (2.25.1) and using Table 2 we can find all the flow 
characteristics along the sluice gate: 
In q:(t) = 
Jt(1 +t) 
-Bfo”(5- t)&i& o<t<t,, 
z’(t) = (x;l+iy;) - i/“,, +:;84;(5) d5, 
1 
0 -c t -=z t,. 
(2.33) 
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Separating real and imaginary part, we get 
cos p 
x’(t) = x; - - fB 
71 J t (1 + sd:4;w ’ O<t<t,, 
sin p I8 
y’(t) =A - ,-J (1 + ;;&) ’ O<tct,. 
t 2 




71 / 0 (1 +zI;(c) ) 
and from (2.34) and (2.36) or directly from the geometry of the sluice gate we have 
x;=(_+b’) cot p 
and 
L’ = XL set p 






3. Expression of the boundary-value problem in an approximate form 
For large Froude number F and for small inclination angle j3, the change in 0(t) along the 
free surface will be very small, and consequently sin e(t) can be approximated by 8(t) while 
cos 0 by unity. Having done so, we proceed to drop the primes and the system of equations takes 
the following forms. 
3. I. Along the sluice gate 
4,(t) = 
2Jt,(l + fB)f(l + t) + (1 + 2t,)t + t, B/n 
t, - t 
I 
) O<t<t,, 
t, - E “= d< 
2Jt,(l + t&(1 + <) + (1 + 2t,)E + t, l+[’ 
O<tct,. 
3.2. Along the downstream free surface 
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e(t)_ _ J-4+t) 
f 
0 d-5) 
TF2 -1 cc- t>j?f=g dc 
P .-n t, + (1 + 2t,)t -- 7T 3 + sin-’ 
[ i t, - t 11 > -l<t<O, (3.4) 
(3.5) x(t) = -i/,‘& -l<t<O, 
v(t)=q(t)+l=b--$$(l++)d<, -l<t<O. 
Since q(t) satisfies the following two conditions: (i) ~(0) = b - 1 and (ii) q( - 1) = 0, v(t) can 
be written as 
$1 dt, -l<t<O. (3.6) 
4. Perturbation technique 
Expand X(t) in terms of the small parameter /I: 
x(t) = E jvx,(t), 
j=o 
(4.1) 
where X(t) stands for q(t), e(t), q(t) and x(t). 
Upon employing the expansions (3.3)-(3.6) and equating terms of similar power of ,B, we get 
the following approximations. 






x0(t) = - ;/,‘A (I+ +,) dt, 
400) = I- +o(t), 
-l<t<O, (4.4) 
-lct<O. (4.5) 
This zeroth-order approximation corresponds to the case of flow where the sluice gate has 
angle of inclination zero. Solution of the zeroth-order approximation is 
qO(t) = 1, qO(t) = 0, f?,(t) = 0, x,(t) = - $n(l + t), 
(4.6) 
-l<t<O. 
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4.2. First-order approximation 
Upon employing the obtained results of the zeroth-order approximation, we get 
J-too 
W) = - TF2 f 
7710 
-l(& t)J-<(1+<) dt 
t, + (1 + 2t,)t 
t, - t II ) -l<t<O, 
which for large values of Froude number, takes the following approximate form 
4.3. nth-order approximation, n 2 2 
-l<t<O, 











5. Solution of the boundary-value problem 
For small inclination angle p we will consider only an approximate solution to an order of p; 
using (4.1), (4.6)-(4.10), we find 
t, + (1 + 2t,)t 
t,_t )]+o(P), -l<t<O, (5.1) 
P * 469 
v(f) = - ?r/_,m dS, -1<t<o. 
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Since q( - 1) = 0 is satisfied, for ~(0) = b - 




_,1+5 d<= -;(b-1), 
from which q( t ) takes the form 
q(t)=b-l+$/- 
+rr+sin-‘[(t,+(1+2t,)c)/(t,-c)] do 
0 1+5 1 
+ O”>> -l<t<O, (5.2) 
q(t) = 1 - $m + o(P’>, -l<t<O, (5.3) 
x(t) = - iln(l + t) - P SJ tdt) ~ o 1+6 d<+o(p2), -l<t<O. (5 -4) 
One quantity of physical and geometrical interest is the curvature K of the downstream free 
surface. Using (5.1) (5.2) and (5.4) one gets 
K = p I(1 + t>(l + LWF’)di + N?‘~J’2 1 
71 
[(I + LWF2)2 + (P&)2]3’2 ’ 
-l<t<O, (5 -5) 
which for small p and large F can be approximated by 
K = !(I + t)ls,(t) 1, -l<t<O, 
_g==pLL_, -1<t<()_ 
(5.6) 
From (5.6) we conclude the following: (i) as t + - 1: K + 0 since the flow far downstream is 
uniform and parallel to the horizontal bottom; (ii) as t + 0, corresponding to point C where the 
flow separates from the sluice gate, K + 00 which is in agreement with [1,4]. 
6. Numerical results and discussion 
Conformal mapping, the Hilbert solution to a well-posed boundary-value problem and the 
perturbation technique are combined to find the approximate profile and some characteristics of 
the two-dimensional flow of an ideal fluid under a sluice gate of small slope and for large Froude 
number. 
In fact when the sluice gate is lowered into the stream, the upstream and downstream free 
surfaces will be affected. As Benjamin [4] stated, the upstream free surface rises to a stagnation 
point B. But Binnie [5] did not observe that phenomenon experimentally, instead a zone of eddy 
was developed in front of point B. For downstream of the gate, the minimum height of the free 
surface is affected by the growth of the boundary layer along the bottom and the entrainment of 
the air along the free surface, see [9]. Benjamin [4] noticed that the thickness of the boundary 
layer on the channel bottom was to be about &b, which indicates that frictional effects are far 
more significant than the final error in the ideal-fluid calculations. 
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Fig. 5. Effect of the sluice gate geometry on the down- Fig. 6. Effect of the depth ratio s on the downstream 
stream free surface profiles for s = 1.3 and F2 = 100. free surface profiles for p = $T and F2 = 100. 
0.0 05 10 15 
20 
"W> 
Fig. 7. Effect of the Froude number F on the downstream free surface profiles for s = 1.5 and p = &r. 
Results demonstrating the downstream free surface profiles over different sluice gate geome- 
tries are shown in Fig. 5; a range of depth ratio s is shown in Fig. 6, and a range of high Froude 
number, in Fig. 7. 
These results demonstrate, as expected, the monotonic rise in the downstream free surface 
profile with increase of depth ratio s and Froude number E 
Figure 8 gives the contraction coefficient C, as a function of b/y, for various values of p. As 
it is clear, C, decreases with the increase of p. The classic value of C, is T/( 7 + 1) = 0.611 for the 
case of vertical sluice gate ( p = 90 o ). High Froude number raises C, above the classic value, as is 
clear from our study. 
Fig. 8. Contraction coefficient C, versus b/y, for (a) /3 = &r and (b) P = $IT. 
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Fig. 9. Effect of the inclination angle p on the curvature K for s = 1.5. 
Figure 9 studies the effect of the inclination angle p on the curvature K of the downstream free 
surface for depth ratio s = 1.5. It is clear that the curvature increases with the increase of p and, 
as expected, the curvature vanishes far downstream and gets its infinite value at point C 
corresponding to x = 0, where the flow separates from the sluice gate. 
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